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And MZ twins,

I was planned

I wasn’t



Conrad Waddington 1942
“the interactions of genes with their environment that bring the 

phenotype into being”

epi = “on top of” (Greek)



“…the reversible regulation of gene 

expression mediated

principally through changes in DNA 

methylation and chromatin structure, 

occurring independently of the DNA 

sequence…”

Henikoff & Matzke  1997

Epigenetics



Epi-genome

Phenotype

Human Genome

“2.0× 1013 mt”

That is the equivalent of nearly 70 
trips from the earth to the sun and 
back!!!

DNA Methylation
Histone modifications

Environment



Epigenetic mechanisms: from chromosome       
to DNA  





no epigenetic silencing

significant expression
complete epigenetic silencing

no expression

large amounts of protein

no protein

Scenario ‘B’ Scenario ‘A’  

Epigenetics: regulation of genomic activities

The DNA sequence determines what 

specific mRNA molecules are 

synthesized 

Epigenetics determines how much of 

the mRNA is made, and where and when 

it is synthesized



Silencing (via hyper-

methylation) of tumor 

suppressor genes and 

DNA repair genes

Global Hypo-

methylation →

expression of 

oncogenes, 

chromosome instability

For example:



EPIGENOME



Your DNAmet does not lie!!!

◆ Do you smoke? Have you 

really stopped ?

◆ Are you really as young as 

you say?

◆ Do you drink alcohol?

◆ Do you really go to the gym?

◆ Do you follow a healthy diet?

EWAS data: 
Epigenome wide 
association study 

of  DNA met



DNAmet smoking score



EWAS smoking score: the EUGEI example



15



Mother fed control diet:

gene unmethylated
Mother fed folic acid diet: 

gene methylated

Mother

OffspringsWaterland & Jirtle 2003

Nutrition and epigenetics

Agouti gene



Nutrition and epigenetics



Birth rate plummets due to famine and 

risk for schizophrenia doubles for 

those born in these years

Drop in birth rate increase in 

schizophrenia in those conceived 

during famine

Dutch hunger winter 

(1944-1945)

Chinese leap forward famine

(1959-1961)

Brown & Susser et al 2008

Perinatal malnutrition and schizophrenia



Karolinska Institute: 

23 men and women to bicycle using only one leg for 45 

minutes, four times a week over three months.

Muscle biopsies before and after the experiment

new methylation-gene expression patterns on genes 

associated with insulin response, inflammation and 

energy metabolism

EWAS and RNA-seq

DNAmet and Exercise



“We have identified multiple 

differentially methylated 

positions and regions 

consistently associated with 

schizophrenia across the three 

cohorts; these effects are 

independent of important 

confounders such as smoking. 

We also show that epigenetic 

variation at multiple loci across 

the genome contributes to the 

polygenic nature of 

schizophrenia”



Gene and environment contribute towards 
mental illness

©Jehannine Austin



QUESTIONS?


